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A pethod is described for the calculation of t?ze paths of the 
traili.7~ vortices from a system of counter-rotating vortex generators, 
3112 a coq:;r,8rison is marle mith some experimental results obtained in a 
crater tunnel. !Phc method ccs32 be adapted to other configurations of 
generators arranged to produce rows of vortices close to a plane surface. 

A lcarge body of experimental evidence was available, from 
both ni_nd and v:iater t'urnel tests, on the paths taken by vortices 
downstreain of several types of generator mounted adjacent to a surface. 
Observation 11~3 shown th.at (usuc11y) the vortices first approached the 
surface, until a certain minimum height above it was reached, after which 
they moved s teadily av~:qr. Ee goneral form of the path of any vortex 
of the system can be c:&?i.zmed b;~ qualitative reasoning, on the basis 
that there are akays one or two vortices whose influence is predominant'. 

It \-;a9 found that the minimum height, and the distance behind 
the generators at which it -was reached, were functions of the height, 
span, spacing and inclination of the generators, Since i&e efficiency 
OS oqy system of' generators depends upon the vortices remaining close 
to the sc~face, it would be an advantage to be able to predict the 
miniinu-!I height wit22 accuracy; and if a simple analytical method could 
be found, 4-t would be more satisfactory than a lengthy experimental 
progrmfie. This report is an account of the theory as developed for a 
particular configuration, but it would be a simple matter to extend . . it to other arrangements. 

2. Scope of the T?E-E - 

A complete so:Lution of the problem -Jvould be difficult, if not 
impossible to find0 Many factors, such as the effects of viscosity end 
the strengths of the vortices, cannot be determined with accuracy, and 
the time required for a f'ull investigation mould be prohibitive. The 
followirg -,lain assumptions were found to be necessary:- 

This paper was written whilst the author was working in the Aerodynamics 
Division 02 the National ?hysical Laboratory. 



(a) That three-dimznsional effects can be completely neglected, 
- except when estimating the circulation around the generators, - i.e*, at 
any point downstream of the generators, the flow in a plane perpendicular 
to the main stream can be regarded as the two-dimensional flow of a 
perfect fluid. This assumpticn is commonly used in the evaluation of 
s;tind tunnel corrections - which is an analogous problem - but it might 
be expected to introduce an error in the regions close to the generators. 
The reason is that a "two-dimensional" vortex extends to infinity in 
both directions normal to its plane, so that the induced velocity at 
any 2oinC is twice that produced oDosite the end of a semi-infinite -I_ 
vortex. Theref'orc , close to the generators, the induced velocity is 
only &out cnc-half that predicted by ti;lo-dimensional flo-rr. (But see 
Discussion, Sec. 6.) It is iqlicit in the assumption of uniform 
two-dimensional flow that the slopes of the vortex paths must everywhere 
be small. Otherwise the induced velocity would have an appreciable 
component in the direction of motion. This condition is satisfied in 
all the observed exam&z. 

(b) Viscositky has been completely neglected. In practice it has 
I730 important effects:- 

(i) IThe vortices dtcay in strength as they move downstream. It is 
assumed here that the strength is constant. 

(ii) For the greater part of their length the vortices are in the 
boundary layer close to the surface. Hence the veloci 

"3; 
of the 

"undistwbed" stream (Le., undisturbed by the vortices 
depends upon the distance from the surfaces For simplici"cy 
this variation was neglected, 

(c) It was also assumed that, even in the presence of the vortices, 
the component of th- velocity parallel to the surface remained everywhere 
uniform aid equal to V. 

3. Notation 
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Rows of vortices 

Distance betvqeen generators (spanwise period) 

Velocity ol" the undisturbed stream 

Dens i ty 

Spanwise co-ordinate 

Distance above surface 

Distance downstream 

Co-ordinates of the tip of a generator 

Co-ordinates nfa particular vortex core. 
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Strength of a vortex 

Complex potential 
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K 
VW.- 

D.V 

Inclination of generators 

Chord of generators 

Effective incidence 

%/D 

Dol,ny:ash velocity 

Lift slope in tflo-dimensional flow 

Sonsider a s;,i:7+xm of -wxki.ces in counter-rotating pairs 
(d-etch I)# such as would bz gonerated by m infinite row of' %ing-type" 
~eneratom (See Ref. 4) mounted cl.ose to a plane surface, and inclined 
at a snail positive angle to it.* In the sketch, the direction of the 
undisturbed ctream is a~-- a.3uned to be into the paper. The row of 
cquallyspaced vortices marked A (referred to below as rot-? A) are 
produc'ed at Lh o right-hand tips of the generator% and the row 3 by tho 
loft-hand tip::. Each vortex has an image of opposite sign in the surface. 

A system of co-ordinates (x,y,s) is chosen with the surface 
i&? x-s plane and y;ith the y-s plane bisecting one of the generators* 
Sketch I rc~re::cvlts a section normal to the i“lo~ at a distance s 

doldn;vl;strosJn pi' the generators; the dotted vertical lines, spaced a 
dis-tnnce D apart, donote the relative positions of the generators. 
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Sketch I 
Consider/ _-"--I--------c---------l------ m.---- 

::: 
Such a system cotid also be generated by an infinite row of p&s of 

&ivergent vanes protruding from the surface. 
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Consider the upper rows of vortices A and B, If Aa is the 
point ZO(~X, + iy,> then Bo is the point -T (E -x0 + iyo). 

It can be shorn that the conrplex potential w(z) of these 
rows of vortices is (Ref. 2):- 

-iK 
l-7 x * (z - z,) + E log sin T -- log sin - (z -I- zoo> . ..(I) 

2x D 27t D 

is 
Hence the corn-plcx potential of these two rows and their images 

iK iK 
w = " -- Jog sir f (z - ZQ) + -- log sin - z -t Zo) 'II( 

2X 3 271: D 

iK 
+ * (z - Eo) - :'c log sin " (z -I" zo) -- log sin - . ..(2a) 

2X D 2% D 

17~: now confine attention to the path of the vortex AO, i.e., 
z = ZO' (It c&n be infc:rred from symmetry that the paths of' the 
vortices A and 3 are symnctrical abojit the y-axis.) Now the row of 
equally-spaced vortices to which Ilo 
hence the motion of A0 is due to (i) 

belongs induces no velocity Ft A0, 
the inages of the row A and (ii) the 

ro:;' B ;131d its imq;es. 

Thus to determine the motion of A0 , we need only consider 
the complex potentiaL:- 

iK iK 
w = -(I- 2-Q sin - z -Z,> 4 - log sin - z + TO) XC xc 

27c D 2-A D 

iK 
- -- log sin - z + g> "( . ..(2b) 

2% D 

dw dx dx 
Iience -- = -- - in- 

cl% at d-k 

iI< 
= -IT (z - Eo) + 2 cot ” (z 4 To) -- cot - 

2.D D 2D D 

iK 
Y - -- cot - Tl + q-J ..m 

20 D 

20 calculate the notion of AO, put z = z. 

iK 27cxo iK at 
+ -0 cot ""~" -. - -0 cot ""(X0 f iYo) l *d4) 

2D D zl D 

@% 2mo 
By writing 5 = -;- , r] = --;-, equating real and imaginary 

parts ad re-arranging we have:- D 
I" 
7-r 
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D a K ta+nag -- , >a” = -I . -----_-----_----------” 
2% dt 2D sinh2g(tana~ + tardla~) 

D  d K  tanha 7j 

WI * - -  z--w .  ----LL---------------- 

2n dt 2D sin2F;(tanaE; + tanhan) 

..m 

. ..(6) 

On dividing (5) by (6) and integrating once we get, 

co:;ech2q + cosecac = -2C . ..(7> 

----- a relation between g and n which is independent cf K, 
It defines the projectiiln, in a -&ne normal to the stream, of the path 
of the vortex A. and is ~ktermined uniquely if the co-oridnatea in this 
plane are known at FLliJi- one imtx~t. In a given case the constant Ccan 
be determined from the co-ordinates (&,n%) of the tips of generators 
--- the point of formation c;f the vortices. 

The graph 0.f the equation (7) for -x q c < x is shown in 
Fig. 1. The right-h,and curve is '-I- UL~ projection of the path of the 
vortex Ao* It passes through the projection of the tip of the generator 
and is symimetricnl about the line 45 = 7F/2, which therefore gives the 
minimum height, The vortex treces out the portion of the curve - shown ' 
as a full line - to the right of the tip, (The same projected path Would 
apply for all generators with tips lying on this curve, the part of the 
curve traoed cut in each case being the part to the right of the tip.) 
The left-nand curve is the projected path of the vortex B, and is the 
mirror image, about the axis c = 0, of that of the vortex Aa. 

It shov:ld be notnc! that the reosult that the projection of the 
path of a vorCer is independent of the magnitude of X is a direct 
consequence of the assumption of ko-dimensional flow, and is strictly 
true only for a vortex whic:h is infinitely long and straight. But if 
the slope of the vortex path is everywhere small, the above conclusion 
may be generalised to include curved vortex lines. 

Now (7) only defines the projection of the path of the vortex. 
The vorticitJ. shed at the tips is convected downstream with velocity V, . x0 e. , E and r] are measured with respect to an ori 
with a velocity V. Thus th.e position in space (x,y,s 7 

in which is moving 
of the shed 

vorticity after a time 
0) 

t, will depend upon the rate at which the curve 
is traced out. This can be determined from eqns, (5) and (6). 

After a time t the vorticity will be some distance downstream 
given by 

s = v.t. 

and if we substitute 

eqns. (5) and (6) ad re uce to the dimensionless form 



,; 
= ----Y--L---~-~-~---~-- 

sinh29 (t3nag+ tanha7]) I 

drl k tanhaq 
-- = ---------l--N-------- 
a.0 sin2F (ta.t12gc tanha 

. ..(8) 

eqn. (8) mag then be solved as follows, 

we have 

which can be integrated in clored form after first substituting 
for 7J fl*orn (7)* The cx-prcssion is complicated however, and in practice 
it is easier, Cand faster, to use a numerical method. 

How Prom (7), as 7j -> CQ,~ tends to a finite limit kmax) 
cince CO:;CC~~' 17 -> 0. Thus at a great distance from the generators, the 
vortices tend to bocomc p,arallel once more. This is confilmed by 
experiment. The limits of variation ol" e arc; 
Various vaiucs of c 

ci =--z-* 
are taken between these limits, and the corresponding 

values of n dctcrmined from (7). It is then possible to plot a graph 
showing th,: variation of the in&grand of (9) with E as in Fig. 2. 
The integral is ev?&luated by SiJ~Qson's rule. 

The integral represents ke, so that the rate at which the 
Path is traccti out is directly proportional to the non-dimensional 
parameter k. 

The Evalaaticn of 's ^-u-*A 

Ouiqc to the com@cated nature of the flow and the low 
aspect ratios commcn in vortex generators, it is not to be expected that 
an accurntc value of k can be obtained, 3ut an attempt is made here to 
determine the order of magnitude. As we are not interested in the actual 
loading distribution over the surface of the generators, but only in the 
final strength of the vortices, a "Lifting- line" theory will be adequate. 

In conventional lifting-line theory, the tip vortices are 
assumed to lie along straight lines perpendicular to the span. 
Observation has shown tha.t the vortices arc welldeveloped at the trailing 
edges of the generators, and that the "rolling-up" process is complete 
in a very short distance; but the vortices do not remain perpendicular 
to the span. (Fig. l+ shows a ty--ical case.) ZIowever, this spanwise 
movement does not take place immediately aft of the trailing edge, but 
the vortices rem&n parallel for several chord-lengths, Therefore, to 
<avoid an unjustifiable complication in the calculation of k, the 
subsequent sj?an-wise movement is ignored and the vortices are assumed 
to syrinx from the tigs and to extend downstream to infinity, remaining 
perpendicul.ar to the span. 

II/ Sketch 
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Sketch 12 

The lines 00 in sketch II represent the traces of the trailing 
edges of the generators, in a plane perpendicular to the free stream. 

The strengths of the trailing vortices behind any generator 
are equal to the total circulation around that generator, 

Hence it will be necessary; to kncvr the angle of incidence at 
all spanwise points, 

Let the generators be at a height yi above the surface, and 
let each generator be of’ s-pn Zui. Let P(x',yi) be any point on the 
generator, with the origin at mid-span. Then the effective incidence at 
P is 

w(  x’) 

# 
= 

% 

-  -m--m 

V 
. ..(I@ 

But it has been assumed that all the vorticity is shed from the tips, 
which in turn implies that the circulation is constant across the span. 
Fcr constant chord generators this tiplies also that w(x') must be 
constant across the s2an, a condition ::lrl?ich cannot be realised with a 
simple horse-shoe vortex system. To avoid this, a moan value-v&- will 
be issumed for x(x'). - 

Then the lift on cozy span-wise element of0span dX' 
co 1s 

6L _ 
- I 

nn,2 Lo W( i$ 
- I..- 

. 

i- ! 

co v2 dx’ 
v 

But 

Iience 

Put 

Then 

L = 

k = 

and chord 

. ..(ll> 

. ..(12) 

o&3) 

.e.U4) 

There/ 



There is some uncertainty as to 
expression for k will be derived on the 

the best value for v?~~, but an 
basis of an assuqtion that 

seems reasonable. Fairly large arbitrary variations from the assumed 
value are later (@jj 5, 6) shown to -produce only fairly small changes in 
the vortex paths. 

The assumption is that IirM has the value of w(x*) at the 
centre of the span. 

To calculate the induced velocity at mid-span it is necessary 
to use the corn-lex potential of equation (2a),i.e., the vortices in 
row A must now be included, 

iK iK 
w = ---- log sin:(z - G) + -- log sin z +z,) 

2x D 271; 

iK Ti iK 
+ -- log sin -(z - S,) - -- log sin z + ze) . ..(45) 

27-c D 27c D 

The mid-s an is the point (0,y~) and zb is assumed to be 
the point (xi + iyi P 

Hence 

2cot--- - cot - 7c (x1 - 2iy,) - ' cot-(x, + 2iy,) 
D D 

iYl L. ) 
. ..(16) 

(Note that a factor of 3 has been introduced on the right-hand side, 
since it must now be assumed that the vortices are semi-infinite.) 

279 27cY, 
Gn substitution of CL = ti--- and n, ,- ---- and 

D D 
further simplification, the induced velocity at mid-span is given by 

K 
p 0) = -. ------ 

tarIll 771 
w( x' 

D sin2E 
$ 

-------L----- - 
tan's> + tanh2n1 

417) 

2 I) 

This is the value assumed for wM but we write 

12 b.l-Jh2 Tji 
wx = -- where h = -------c--------c------ 

D 2% 
3 + ta3l-F r]% 
2 > 

-49 

In Section 5, the effect on the solution of arbitrary variations of h are 
examined (see also Discussion). 

IQ 
If we substitute w = - in (14) we have 

M D 

. ..w 

Using this value for k, the paths of the vortices can then be calculated 
from (7) and (9). 

rt/ 
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It will be seen that k is independent of V, and indeed it is 
a function only of the incidence and configuration of the generators. 
It follows from (9) that 0, and therefore the paths of the vortices, 
are independent of the velocity of the undisturbed stream, 

5. Comparison with Experiment 

To check the accuracy of the preceding analysis a simple 
experiment was performed in the small water tunnel in the Aerodynamics 
Division of the National?hysical Laboratory. 

Three “Iv .: vlp ~fle" generators mere mounted on a 0,020" thick 
brass plate, the spacing between the generators being 4x&". The tunnel 
width was 1j"9 so this arrangement effectively -provided an infinite 
distribution of equally spaced generators. The generazors %re of 1 sq in. 
shim brass, wiIh their centres 0.5" above the brass plate, and were sol- 

dered to streamline supports at an inclination of "15". A thin brass base 
plate was chosen so as to disturb the mainstream as little as possible. 

The tunnel was run at 7 ft per set and the paths of the vortices 
vJere made visible by introducing air into the stream from fine jets. 
The air collected in the regions of low pressure at the cores of the 
vortictX* The vortices vlere then photographed, and enlargements made to 
approximately 2/3 full size (Pigs, 4 and 5) from which it was possible to 
ccashre approximately the positions of the vortices, The plan view 
photographs were taken at a slightly longer exposure than the elevation 
view, and more air was delivered from the tubes. The trailing vortices 
produced by the loft-hand generator, Pig. 5, mere made visible by air 
previously discharged, but still circulating in the tunnel. 

The dimensions of the generator s were such that the co-ordinates 
of the right-hand tip of one, - ( E&, p) in the notation used in the 
preceding section, - were (0.75, Oe75ra The value of the constant C in 
equation (7) is then found to be 1.815. The co-ordinates (c,q) of 
points on the projected path of the vortex are given in Table I. 

The limits of integration in equation (9),EL. F 
are 0.75, 2.53 respectively. The values of k0 found by integra 1n.g mY 
this equation are tabulated in Table II. 

The value of A according to equation (18) is found to be 
0.99. Thell, if a is assumed to be 27~, equation (IT) gives k = 0.113. 
Arbitrary variations of ;tjO$ in h, i.e., in mean downwash, give values 
of k equal to 0.100 and 0.133 respectively. 

The values of 0, and hence of s, corresponding to the three 
values of k we given in Table II. 
from the (&q) co-ordinates in Table 

The (x,y) co-ordinates, derived 
I, are included in Table II, SO 

that the calculated paths can be drawn in the physical plane. 

Tne calculated and observed paths are compared in plan and 
elevation in Fig. 3. 

6, Discussion 

In plan-view the agreement between theory and experiment is 
good, Pig* 3, especially when a large downwash is assumed, but the elevation 
photographs show that the predicted minim%= height is consiberably in 
excess of the experimental value. It is probable that the discrepancy is 
due to:- 

(i) The presence of the boundary layer. It is obvious that there 
must be some distortion of the vortex path, which will become more 
prcnounccd as the vortex approaches the surface, but it is difficult to see 
how m allowance could be made for this, since the bounday layer profile 
will be considerably modified by the vortices. 
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(ii) It has been assumed that, apart from the downwash of the trailing 
vortices, the fluid has no component of velocity towards the surface. 
This is not strictly true, since there is a small component norm&l. to the 
general direction of flow, produced by the bound vortica. Perhaps 
better agreement would have been obtained if allow= had been made 
for this, but as was pointed out in Sec. 4, the assumption of two-dimensional 
flow leads to an overestimate of the downwash from the trailing vortices 
in the vicinity of the generators, so that to some extent these errors 
will cancel. 

(iii) A decrease in vortex strength due to viscous lamping. 

In plan-view the agreement is improved slightly by assuming 
a 30% increase of dovinvm3h, but the discrepancy produced by a 30% decrease 
is not large. It has been pointed out to the writer, by &ii. L. II. Tanner, 
that the true mean downwash is greater than that at mid-span, because 
of the rapid increase of induced velocity in the vicinity of the vortices. 
But the larger proportion of the total circulation is produced over the 
centre sections, so that it is doubtful if the outer sections contribute 
more than the assumed 30$ increase. 

7. Conclusions 

The projection of the vortex paths cn a plane normal to the 
stream are shown to be independent of the vortex strength, but the 
rate at which the path is traced out is directly proportional to the 
vortex strength. The vortex strength can bedetermined from the 
configuration of the generators, and the three-dimensional path may be 
determined when that strength is known. 

The theory is in fairly good agreement with experiment, but the 
minimum height of the vortices above the p;Lanc surface was less in practice 
than in theory. 

The vortex strength was estimated by a form of "lifting-line 
theory", from which it was shown that large cnanges in the mean downwash 
produce only small changes in the arrangement of the vortices. It was 
shown that for a given configuration the vortex strength increases 
linearly with speed of the undisturbed stream, and that as a result the 
paths of the vortice s are independent of that speed. 

The results are>cunfined to flow over a plane surface; no attempt 
has been made to estimate the effects of surface curvature. 
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